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States have an interest in both protecting an individual’s right of publicity and safeguarding the proprietary interest in their acts and likeness.1 In a world of viral videos and overnight fame, issues have arisen regarding the extent to which public figures have ownership over their image and signature moves, and whether third parties, like video game developers, can profit off them.2 In Pellegrino v. Epic Games, Inc.,3 the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania considered whether Epic Games, Inc. (“Epic”) misappropriated Leo Pellegrino’s (“Pellegrino”) likeness and signature move when creating the “Phone It In” emote for its game Fortnite Battle Royale (“Fortnite”).4 The court ultimately dismissed Pellegrino’s right of publicity claims and found that Epic’s use of Pellegrino’s likeness in creating the “Phone It In” emote satisfied the Transformative Use Test (“Test”), granting the emote First Amendment protection.5

Pellegrino is a professional baritone saxophone player and member of the “brass house” group Too Many Zooz.6 At concerts and festivals, Pellegrino performs his signature move: a series of movements that “express his own unique dancing style.”7 Pellegrino performs his signature move so frequently and in front of so many people that “it has become inextricably linked to his identity.”8 Epic is a video game developer that cre-

4 See id. at 378 (describing legal issue).
5 See id. at 381 (concluding Epic’s use of Pellegrino’s likeness is sufficiently transformative; see also infra notes 25-26 (describing Transformative Use Test)).
6 See Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 378 (describing Pellegrino’s profession).
7 See id. (explaining Pellegrino’s unique ability and anatomy to perform signature move).
8 Using his unique anatomy—specifically his externally rotatable feet—Pellegrino was able to create the Signature Move, . . .” Id.
9 See id. at 378 (explaining how Pellegrino’s signature move has become synonymous with him).
ated Fortnite, one of the most popular video games ever. It is described as  
“a battle royale video game that blends survival, exploration, and scaveng-
ing elements with last-man-standing gameplay.” Within its free-to-play  
game, Epic generates revenue through in-game purchases, such as custom-
izable outfits and content for player avatars; this content includes their pop-
ular “emotes,” which allow players to cause their Fortnite avatar to perform  
certain dances, movements, or acts. By copying moves from popular ce-

---

9 See Nick Statt, Fortnite is Now One of the Biggest Games Ever with 350 Million Players, THE VERGE (May 6, 2020, 1:54 PM), https://www.theverge.com/2020/5/6/21249497/fortnite-350-million-registered-players-hours-played-april (stating Fortnite has over 350 million registered players with billions of logged playtime hours); Kevin Webb, 'Fortnite' Was the Most Important Video Game of This Decade, and It Will Be For the Next One Too, BUSINESS INSIDER (Dec. 29, 2019, 10:05 AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/fortnite-most-influential-video-game-decade-2019-12 (stating Fortnite generated $2.4 billion in 2018).


11 See Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 378 (explaining Epic creates emotes by copying dances and movements from pop culture, sometimes without consent); see also Best Fortnite Dances in

lebrities and viral videos, Epic promotes the purchase of these emotes because it allows players to mimic their favorite idols in-game.\textsuperscript{12}

\textit{Real Life!}, BEANO, https://www.beano.com/posts/7-best-fortnite-dances-in-real-life (last visited Oct. 19, 2020) (showing use of Scrubs dance move as default battle royale dance). The free default dance available to every player is based on the dance moves of a character named Turk from the comedy television show Scrubs. \textit{Best Fortnite Dances in Real Life!}, supra note 11. Other examples of emotes taken from pop culture are the “Best Mates” emote based on Marlon Webb’s dancing and the “Fresh Dance” emote based on the dancing of Alfonso Ribeiro’s character, Carlton Banks, from \textit{The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air}. \textit{Best Fortnite Dances in Real Life!}, supra note 11; Kiril Stoilov, \textit{Top 7 Celebrity Fortnite Skins That Look Most Like the Original}, EARLY GAME (Sep. 4, 2020), https://www.earlygame.com/top-7-celebrity-fortnite-skins-that-look-most-like-the-original/ (providing pictures of notable collaboration skins). While Epic has created many emotes based on pop culture and individuals’ identities without permission, Epic has contracted to collaborate with famous figures such as streamer and professional gamer, Tyler “Ninja” Blevins, iconic streamer, Kathleen “Loserfruit” Belsten, DJ Marshmello, and rapper, Travis Scott. Stoilov, supra note 11; Dipanjan Dey, \textit{More Accurate than Ninja Skin- New Fortnite Skin for Iconic Streamer}, ESSENTIALLY SPORTS (June 22, 2020, 12:07 PM), https://www.essentiallysports.com/more-accurate-than-ninja-skin-new-fortnite-skin-for-iconic-streamer-esports-epic-games-loserfruit-news/ (showcasing Loserfruit’s collaboration skin).

One of the emotes Epic created and currently profits from is the “Phone It In” emote, which is identical to Pellegrino’s signature move.13 While many Fortnite players recognized the emote as Pellegrino’s signature move, some players were under the false impression that it was Epic’s original creation.14 As a result, Pellegrino brought suit against Epic and asserted that it used his name or likeness without consent in violation of Pennsylvania statute § 8316.15 The district court ultimately dismissed Pellegrino’s § 8316 claim because he was unable to prove that the “Phone It In” emote resembled his appearance or biographical information.16 Moreover, in applying the Transformative Use Test, the court emphasized that Fortnite players can customize their characters with various emotes that mimic celebrities other than Pellegrino.17 The court further reasoned that emotes are utilized in a battle royale setting—whereas Pellegrino ex-

13 See Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 378 (noting name of emote refers to Pellegrino’s appearance in 2017 Google Pixel 2 Phone commercial). Epic generates revenue when players purchase emotes, like “Phone It In”, from the “in-game electronic storefront.” Id.

14 See id. at 379 (noting players’ high awareness about relationship between “Phone It In” and Pellegrino’s signature move). Pellegrino argued that players who are unaware that the “Phone It In” emote imitates Pellegrino’s signature move “have the false impression that the ‘Phone It In’ emote was Epic’s original creation because Epic does not credit Pellegrino as the Signature Move’s creator and owner.” Id.

15 See 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 8316 (allowing individuals to bring actions against unauthorized use of their name or likeness); Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 379 (summarizing Pellegrino’s claims against Epic). Pellegrino made a claim for unauthorized use of his name and likeness in violation of § 8316. Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 379. He also brought claims under misappropriation of publicity, invasion of privacy by misappropriation of identity, unjust enrichment for using his trademark, unfair competition for using his likeness, and trademark infringement all under Pennsylvania common law. Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 379. Pellegrino’s last two claims were for trademark infringement and trademark dilution under the Lanham Act. Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 379; see also 15 U.S.C. §§ 1125 (a), (c) (prohibiting trademark infringement and trademark dilution).

16 See Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 381 (noting avatar equipped with “Phone It In” emote did not resemble Pellegrino whatsoever).

17 See id. (explaining Fortnite players can cause their avatars to perform emotes). The court discussed the allegations in the complaint and acknowledged that Fortnite players can customize their avatars with new characters. See id. However, the court noted that the photos provided in the complaint did not share any resemblance to Pellegrino. See id.
cutes his signature move at musical performances and festivals—thereby making Epic’s “Phone It In” emote sufficiently transformative to be granted First Amendment protections.18

The right of publicity grants famous figures the ability to control and profit from certain uses of their identities.19 In an effort to protect this right, courts have utilized different balancing tests to limit others from copying a famous figure’s signature moves.20 One such test came from the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit decision Rogers v. Grimaldi; here, the court created a two-prong test to determine whether a work is protected under the First Amendment.21 The first prong examines the title of the work and the second prong states that no protection will be granted if the work clearly misleads consumers as to the source or content of the work.22 This test has been met with criticism, however, as it is ill-suited for application to video games.23 Another test is the Predominant Use Test, as applied by the Missouri Supreme Court in Doe v. TCI Cablevi-
there, the court examined the creative intent behind the work and held that protection will only be granted where there is intent to make a distinct creative work. The Predominant Use Test is not immune from criticism either, as it fails to properly examine works that seek to make an expressive comment while directly imitating a famous figure’s likeness.

Finally, courts utilize the Transformative Use Test, which the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit expanded upon in Hart v. Electronic Arts, Inc. The Transformative Use Test asks if the imitation is so transformed that it mainly becomes a defendant’s own expression rather than the celebrity’s likeness. Like the Rogers and Predominant Use Tests, the Transformative Use Test has not escaped criticism because it lacks clear, objective guidelines and essentially allows judges to base decisions on external factors. The Transformative Use Test has been used in a myriad of cases and continues to be used even as it is met with changing circumstances, such as the video game industry’s continued incorporation of pop culture figures.

A notable invocation of the Transformative Use Test came with Winter v. DC Comics, where the Supreme Court of California found that

---

24 See Doe v. TCI Cablevision, 110 S.W.3d 363, 374-76 (Mo. 2003) (applying Predominant Use Test).
25 See id. at 374 (stating expressive values are given greater weight when predominant purpose of product comments on celebrity). The court explained that a product sold for the main purpose of exploiting the commercial value of an individual’s identity is a clear violation of the right of publicity and not protected by the First Amendment. See id. While, under certain circumstances, there may be some “expressive” content in the product that could qualify as “speech,” this would not be sufficient to grant the product protections. See id. On the other hand, a product whose predominant purpose is to make an expressive comment on or about a celebrity is given greater leeway as the expressive values are greater. See id.
26 See Gutmann, supra note 20, at 221 (admitting that creative intent is important, but test is still not enough).
28 See id. at 160 (explaining that “expression” means something other than likeness of celebrity). In a case of first impression, the Third Circuit determined that the Transformative Use Test was the proper analytical framework to examine the right of publicity and how it interacts with the First Amendment. See id. at 165; see also Comedy III Prods. Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 21 P.3d 797, 809 (Cal. 2001) (establishing Transformative Use Test). The origin of the Transformative Use Test came from the Supreme Court of California, which stated the inquiry as follows: “whether the product containing a celebrity’s likeness is so transformed that it has become primarily the defendant’s own expression rather than the celebrity’s likeness.” Comedy III Prods. Inc., 21 P.3d at 809.
30 See Gutmann, supra note 20, at 222 (demonstrating how courts deciding on same video game came to different conclusions).
using the likeness of two musicians to create two half-worm, half-human comic book characters was sufficiently transformative and therefore protected by the First Amendment.\footnote{See Winter v. D.C. Comics, 69 P.3d 473, 479 (Cal. 2003) (explaining differences in appearance between plaintiffs and comic book characters). In this case, famous musicians Johnny and Edgar Winter, who had distinctive long white hair due to albinism, claimed that their depictions in a comic book miniseries misappropriated their likeness. See \textit{id.} at 476. The comic book characters in question were Johnny and Edgar Autumn, also known as the Autumn brothers, and they are depicted as “villainous half-worm, half-human offspring.” See \textit{id.} The plaintiffs argued that the defendant misappropriated both their names, Johnny and Edgar, and their likeness as to the plaintiffs’ long white hair. See \textit{id.} However, the court found that the comics depicted the plaintiffs in a way that was so unique and creative that it gave birth to something new and expressive, such that it deserved First Amendment protection. See \textit{id.} at 480. The court reasoned that the plaintiffs were “merely part of the raw materials from which the comic books were synthesized,” and their likeness was so distorted in the comic that Winter brothers’ fans who wanted to purchase pictures of them would find the drawings of the Autumn brothers unsatisfactory as a substitute for the real Winter brothers. See \textit{id.} at 479.}

A few years later, the California Court of Appeal addressed a singer’s claim against a video game producer in \textit{Kirby v. Sega of America, Inc.}, where the singer claimed a video game character used her persona.\footnote{See Kirby v. Sega of America, Inc., 50 Cal. Rptr. 3d 607, 608-09 (Cal. Ct. App. 2006) (describing Kirby’s claims).} The court in \textit{Kirby} held that Sega of America was protected because the character in the game, Ulala, was not a literal depiction of the plaintiff, American musician Kirby, but was instead based on a Japanese “anime” style character with a different storyline and background from Kirby.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 615-17 (explaining differences between Ulala and Kirby that warranted protection). The court noted that Kirby and the character Ulala’s backgrounds differed significantly, notably because Ulala was a news reporter living in a fantasy world and not a musician. \textit{Id.}; see also Kevin L. Chin, \textit{Note, The Transformative Use Test Fails to Protect Actor-Celebrities’ Rights of Publicity}, 13 \textit{Nw. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP.} 197, 204 (2015) (explaining significant role of activity and work setting in applying Test).} In contrast, the California court found in favor of the plaintiff in \textit{No Doubt v. Activision Publishing, Inc.}, ruling that there was insufficient transformation where avatars, based on the musicians of a popular rock band, performed in outer space venues in a video game, because the game still involved the plaintiff band members doing what they typically do—singing and performing music.\footnote{See No Doubt v. Activision Publ’g, Inc., 122 Cal. Rptr. 3d 397, 401 (Cal. Ct. App. 2011) (holding song played in different venue not transformative enough). This case involved ska-pop rock band No Doubt, who sued Activision Publishing, Inc. (“Activision”) for using their likeness in ways outside the scope of the license granted to Activision for the use of their likeness and music in the popular video game Band Hero. See \textit{id.} at 400. No Doubt was unaware that there was a feature in the game that allowed players to use No Doubt’s likeness to perform songs other than their own. See \textit{id.} at 402. The court found the First Amendment did not protect Activision in this instance, because, while the setting in which the band performed could be changed in-game, the fact that the band still performed rock songs—the very same activity that the band used to achieve its fame—was not enough to transform the game into a new, expressive creation. See \textit{id.} at 411-12.}
(“EA”) cases, *Hart v. Electronic Arts, Inc.*, and *Keller v. Electronic Arts, Inc.*, two different federal courts examined video games focused on collegiate sports and held that there was insufficient transformative use of student-athletes to provide First Amendment protection.35 Most recently, in *Mitchell v. Cartoon Network, Inc.*, a court examined the likeness of a television character to the plaintiff, Billy Mitchell, a figure in the video gaming community well-known for his world record high scores in famous arcade games, and found the defendant’s use of the plaintiff’s likeness was sufficiently transformative under the Test.36

35 *See Keller v. Elec. Arts, Inc. (In re NCAA Student-Athlete Name & Likeness Licensing Litig.)*, 724 F.3d 1268, 1284 (9th Cir. 2013) (holding that video game’s use of player likeness not protected by First Amendment). In *Keller*, the Ninth Circuit found that EA’s use of National Collegiate Athletic Association (“NCAA”) student-athlete likenesses was not sufficiently transformative to warrant First Amendment protection because the video games literally recreated playing college football, the same setting in which the student-athletes had achieved their celebrity status in the first place. *See id.* at 1276. The Ninth Circuit drew many parallels to *No Doubt* in reaching its decision, as both cases involved celebrities represented as avatars in video games doing what made them famous: playing music in *No Doubt* and playing college football in *Keller*, respectively. *See id.* at 1275-76; *Hart v. Elec. Arts, Inc.*, 717 F.3d 141, 170 (3d Cir. 2013) (finding in favor of college football player against video game company). Although the Third Circuit in *Hart* and the Ninth Circuit in *Keller* ultimately concluded that video game manufacturers must compensate student-athletes for use of their likenesses, the district court in *Hart* found that the *NCAA Football* games were sufficiently transformative. *See Hart*, 717 F.3d at 170. Unlike the Ninth Circuit, the district court in *Hart* found that features within the games that allowed players to alter student-athlete avatars were transformative enough to be granted First Amendment protection. *Hart*, 717 F.3d at 168. The Third Circuit did not share the district court’s view and its decision was reversed. *See Hart*, 717 F.3d at 170.


36 *See Mitchell v. Cartoon Network, Inc.*, No. 15-5668, 2015 WL 12839135, at *16 (D.N.J. Nov. 20, 2015) (stating plaintiff’s likeness sufficiently transformed where defendant added new features). Billy Mitchell, recognizable by his long black hair and black beard, alleged Cartoon Network misappropriated his likeness in creating a character named Garrett Bobby Ferguson (“GBF”) who appeared as “a giant floating head from outer space, with long black hair and a black beard, but no body.” *See id.* at *1-3. The court held that “while GBF may [have been] a less-than-subtle evocation of plaintiff, GBF [was] not a literal representation of him” because: (1) GBF appeared as a non-human creature; (2) GBF held the universe record to a different game than the game to which Mitchell held a world record; and (3) GBF attempted to keep his universe record deceit while Mitchell questioned his opponent’s equipment and the authenticity of a filmed
In *Pellegrino*, the District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania dismissed Pellegrino’s right of publicity and privacy claims, finding that Epic’s use of Pellegrino’s likeness was sufficiently transformative under the Transformative Use Test. First, the court established that the First Amendment protects Fortnite as an expressive work because it is a video game. Then, following the precedent set by the Third Circuit in *Hart*, the court applied the Transformative Use Test when balancing Epic’s First Amendment protections against Pellegrino’s publicity and privacy rights. The Transformative Use Test provides that an expressive work that overcomes a celebrity plaintiff’s interest in their likeness is granted First Amendment protections as long as “the product containing [the] celebrity’s likeness is so transformed that it has become primarily the defendant’s own expression rather than the celebrity’s likeness.”

When applying the Transformative Use Test, the court found that Fortnite avatars using the “Phone It In” emote did not resemble Pellegrino in appearance or biographical information. Additionally, Fortnite avatars fight in a battle royale environment and can perform emotes like “Phone It In” while wielding weapons and using violence to eliminate other avatars. On the other hand, Pellegrino is a musical performer who performs his sig-

---

38 See *id.* at 380 (discussing Epic’s motion to dismiss claim on First Amendment grounds); see also *Hart*, 717 F.3d at 148 (citing Brown v. Entm’t Merch. Ass’n, 564 U.S. 786, 790-91 (2011)) (“[V]ideo games are protected as expressive speech under the First Amendment.”). In determining whether an expressive work violates a plaintiff’s right of publicity and privacy, a court must determine whether the First Amendment protections afforded to the expressive work outweigh the plaintiff’s publicity and privacy rights. *See Hart*, 717 F.3d at 148-49.
39 See *Pellegrino*, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 380-81 (noting Third Circuit’s use of Transformative Use Test in *Hart*); see also *Hart*, 717 F.3d at 165 (ruling “the Transformative Use Test is the proper analytical framework to apply” when balancing First Amendment protections and publicity rights).
40 See *Hart*, 717 F.3d at 160 (emphasis omitted) (quoting Comedy III Prods., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 21 P.3d 797, 809 (Cal. 2001)) (describing origin of Transformative Use Test); see also *Pellegrino*, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 380-81 (explaining Transformative Use Test).
41 See *Pellegrino*, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 381 (ruling that “the avatars in Fortnite do not share Pellegrino’s identity nor do what Pellegrino does in real life.”) The court referenced a picture of a Fortnite avatar equipped with the “Phone It In” emote and observed that the avatar did not bear any resemblance to Pellegrino. *See id.* But see Complaint at 9-12, Pellegrino v. Epic Games, Inc., 451 F. Supp. 3d 373 (E.D. Pa. 2020) (No. 2:19-cv-01806-JP) (detailing how Fortnite’s emote copied Pellegrino’s signature move).
42 See *Pellegrino*, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 381 (describing Fortnite universe and environment).
nature move at concerts and festivals. The court found that, because Fortnite avatars did not share Pellegrino’s identity or his profession, Epic’s use of Pellegrino’s likeness was sufficiently transformative under the Transformative Use Test. Accordingly, the court dismissed Pellegrino’s claim of right to publicity and privacy because Epic’s use of Pellegrino’s likeness was provided First Amendment protections under the Transformative Use Test that are not outweighed by Pellegrino’s interests in his likeness.

While the Pellegrino court correctly followed precedent in utilizing the Transformative Use Test, the Test itself is not immune to criticism. A frequently raised issue is that the Test is difficult to apply and predict, forcing judges to make subjective and inconsistent analyses of artworks. Critics also suggest that the Transformative Use Test should be changed in order to properly address the ever-changing world of video games. Even if the Transformative Use Test is crafted well enough to apply to video games, the court’s adherence to precedent using this test will leave small, lesser-known figures with no avenue for relief; as a result, Epic may continue to add their signature moves and likeness into Fortnite without permission.

---

43 See id. (describing Pellegrino’s profession and context of signature move).
44 See id. (outlining reasoning). But see Gerken, supra note 10 (recounting Fortnite’s first virtual concert); Statt, supra note 12 (describing various claims against Epic for Fortnite emotes); Webster, supra note 10 (explaining Epic wants Fortnite to become tour stop for artists). Fortnite’s head of global partnerships, Nate Nanzer, stated that virtual concerts have been extremely successful, and that Epic is focused on finding ways to host more virtual concerts and performances. See Webster, supra note 10.
45 See Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 381 (outlining court’s holding).
46 See Chin, supra note 33, at 212 (noting distinctive features of Test are dubious and difficult to apply) The Missouri Supreme Court criticized and rejected the Transformative Use Test, reasoning that, under the Test, a commercial work whose sole purpose was commercial could still receive First Amendment protections as long as there is a slight hint of personal expression. See Chin, supra note 33, at 201-02; see also Ford & Liebler, supra note 19, at 77 (arguing courts have failed to apply Transformative Use Test properly in video game cases); Gutmann, supra note 20, at 222 (discussing inconsistent application of Test to video games).
47 See Chin, supra note 33, at 212 (asserting Transformative Use Test forces judges to decide on artistic value and expressions of artwork).
48 See Baker et al., supra note 35, at 474 (explaining problems applying Test to commercial products with creative components); see also Gutmann, supra note 20, at 222 (suggesting line be drawn between “altered reality” games and “imitation of life” games). Gutmann’s suggestion would create an important distinction between video games that merely seek to relate to a person, and video games that actually imitate life and intend to replicate a person’s life. See Gutmann, supra note 20, at 222.
49 See Robertson, supra note 1 (noting smaller figures like “Backpack Kid” are unable to obtain relief); see also infra note 52 and accompanying text (explaining criticisms of Transformative Use Test as being ill-suited in application to video games).
The court analyzed Fortnite’s universe as one in which players focus only on eliminating the competition.\footnote{See Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 381 (describing setting where Fortnite avatars interact).} Although this may have been true at the time, the Fortnite universe has since evolved into a venue where performers can hold virtual musical concerts and festivals—events that more closely align with Pellegrino’s profession.\footnote{See Webster, supra note 10 (detailing Epic’s plan for more virtual concerts to extend musical artists’ audience); see also Pellegrino, 451 F. Supp. 3d at 377 (explaining Pellegrino’s profession).} Because Epic regularly incorporates into Fortnite’s universe what musical performers do in real life, Epic’s plans for virtual concerts could open the door for celebrities to attack the Transformative Use Test’s misguided focus on whether the celebrities’ primary claims to fame have been incorporated into the game.\footnote{See Webster, supra note 10 (outlining Epic’s goal to hold additional and longer concerts); see also supra text accompanying note 34 (providing example where performing profession in different venue not transformative).} As Epic tries to capitalize on Fortnite’s success, the result of Pellegrino could make Epic overly confident, potentially leading Epic to use the likeness of someone who would not give in but who would make use of the brand new avenue of attack to surprise Epic and succeed on a claim against it.\footnote{See Web, supra note 10 (noting Epic’s ability to adapt to huge audience, providing model for other companies). If a plaintiff can recover on a claim against Epic, it could hurt Epic financially, as demonstrated in Keller. See supra note 35 and accompanying text. However, even if a plaintiff were to prevail, Epic would likely continue to profit after paying off a settlement. See Webb, supra note 10 (reporting Epic’s revenue of at least $2.4 billion in 2018).} Even if Epic adds people into Fortnite without their permission, Epic would likely rely on this case’s precedent and argue that the body and identity of the figures have been sufficiently transformed through the in-game design.\footnote{See Kirby v. Sega of America, Inc., 50 Cal. Rptr. 3d 607, 615-17 (2006) (explaining how game characters could resemble celebrities and be sufficiently transformed); see also Dey, supra note 11 (illustrating how in-game design of characters can differ from celebrities).}

Notwithstanding the addition of regular virtual concerts in Fortnite, the court has opened a door through which Epic can take advantage of lesser-known figures by allowing Epic to copy people without their consent and without subsequent repercussions.\footnote{See Stoilov, supra note 11 (showcasing Epic’s collaborations with celebrities too famous to exploit); see also supra note 12 and accompanying text (listing Epic’s numerous past collaborations).} Lesser-known pop culture figures will find themselves hard-pressed to win a claim against Epic and Epic will have free rein to incorporate pop culture references into their game to attract different audiences with little threat of litigation.\footnote{See Robertson, supra note 12 (noting numerous claims against Epic have failed and been dismissed).} In a world where viral videos skyrocket to millions of views within hours, cultural figures...
want to profit from their internet fame, free from the fear that big corporations and video game developers, like Epic, will profit off their signature moves and images without any repercussions.57

In *Pellegrino v. Epic Games, Inc.*, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania addressed whether Epic’s use of Pellegrino’s likeness was sufficiently transformative to be granted First Amendment protection under the Transformative Use Test, and whether Pellegrino’s interests in his likeness outweighed the protections provided under the Test. Although the court followed Third Circuit precedent in utilizing the Transformative Use Test, the court’s application of the Test lays the groundwork for Epic, and similar businesses, to be able to exploit smaller, lesser-known figures. Meanwhile, figures who have more influence and can use their social media following against Epic will always have the benefit of creating legal and legitimate collaborations with Epic, ensuring their share of the profits while building their brand through Fortnite’s popular platform.

Epic has molded Fortnite into a platform that creates an amalgamation of characters from all different universes, with collaborations one would never think were possible. Epic’s massive influence is extremely enticing to figures who want to gain a larger following by reaching an audience that is normally unavailable to them. As such, more characters and celebrities from different media universes and platforms will do just about anything to reap the benefits of being added into Fortnite. Considering the unprecedented success that one video game can have and the mingling of influencers and characters from a never-ending amount of different universes and platforms, perhaps the court should have stepped away from the Transformative Use Test—or even created a new one altogether—to give smaller, lesser-known figures a chance at presenting a successful claim against the goliath that is Epic Games.

Nam Le

---

57 See *id.* (acknowledging lawsuits filed against Epic for utilizing likenesses without permission); see also Statt, *supra* note 11 (explaining “Backpack Kid” and his overnight fame).